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Ng World History Ancient Through Early Modern Field Journal 2016-01-28

this volume brings together a series of innovative studies on roman byzantine and islamic palestine qumran and the dead sea scrolls and ancient synagogues in honor of renowned archaeologist jodi magness

McDougal Littell World History: Ancient Through Early Modern Times (C) 2009 2008-05-21

precious egyptian glass of the pharaonic period luxury wares of hellenistic times and brilliant mosaic glass inlays from the ptolemaic period and the early years of the roman empire products of almost all the significant glass centers of the ancient world are here presented for the first time this splendid array was gathered in a few decennia by ernesto wolf who recognizing the importance of preserving as much as possible of the archaeological context of ancient glass acquired groups of finds in their entirety among them an important hoard of hellenistic luxury glass the product of a discerning collector with a keen eye for beauty
these 155 vessels and objects range from the beginnings of glassworking in the sixteenth century B.C. to the first century A.D. when the novel technique of glassblowing spread through the Roman Empire of particular value is a systematic analysis the first to date of the history of ancient glass technology presented in easy to understand language and accompanied by numerous comparative photographs and drawings step by step descriptions of studio experiments reconstruct the techniques of the ancient artisans the descriptive catalogue of this comprehensive collection is illustrated with full color photographs by Peter Frankensteiin and Hendrik Zwietaesch who have captured the magic of ancient glass enabling the reader to behold many small objects as through a magnifying glass e Marianne Sterm and Birgit Schlick Nolte meticulously researched and documented Ernesto Wolf's collection to create an essential handbook of early ancient glass book jacket title summary field provided by Blackwell North America Inc all rights reserved

Pushing Sacred Boundaries in Early Judaism and the Ancient Mediterranean 2023

The lived ancient religion project has radically changed perspectives on ancient religions and their supposedly personal or public character this volume applies and further develops these methodological tools new perspectives and new questions the religious transformations of the Roman imperial period appear in new light and more nuances by comparative confrontation and the integration of many disciplines the contributions are written by specialists from a variety of disciplinary contexts Jewish studies theology classics early Christian studies dealing with the history of religion of the Mediterranean West Asian and European area from the late Hellenistic period to the early Middle Ages and shaped by their intensive exchange from the point of view of their respective fields of research the contributors engage with discourses on agency embodiment appropriation and experience they present innovative research in four fields also of theoretical debate which are experiencing the religious switching the code a thing called body and commemorating the moment

World History 2016

The first edited volume in Sino-Hellenic studies this book compares early Chinese and ancient Greek thought and culture

Early Glass of the Ancient World 1994

Colleagues and students honor Prof. Rachel Hachlili with this festschrift which offers eighteen essays on the archaeology architecture and iconography of ancient Judaism they demonstrate how widely Hachlili's lifetime of research resonates with everyone interested in this field of scholarship

Lived Religion in the Ancient Mediterranean World 2020-04-06

South Arabia an area encompassing all of today's Yemen and neighboring regions in Saudi Arabia and Oman is one of the least known parts of the Near East however it is primarily due to its remoteness coupled with the difficulty of access that South Arabia remains under researched for this region was in fact very important
during pre islamic times by virtue of its location at the crossroads of caravan and maritime routes pre islamic south arabia linked the near east with africa and the mediterranean with india the region is also unique in that it has a written history extending as far back as the early first millennium bce a far longer history indeed than any other part of the arabian peninsula the papers collected in this volume make a number of important contributions to the study of the history and languages of ancient south arabia as well as the history of the modern study of south arabia s past which will be of interest to scholars and laypeople alike

Early China/Ancient Greece 2002-05-17

during pre islamic times by virtue of its location at the crossroads of caravan and maritime routes pre islamic south arabia linked the near east with africa and the mediterranean with india the region is also unique in that it has a written history extending as far back as the early first millennium bce a far longer history indeed than any other part of the arabian peninsula the papers collected in this volume make a number of important contributions to the study of the history and languages of ancient south arabia as well as the history of the modern study of south arabia s past which will be of interest to scholars and laypeople alike

Early China/Ancient Greece 2002-05-17

the ancient ways of wessex tells the story of wessex s roads in the early medieval period at the point at which they first emerge in the historical record this is the age of the anglo saxons and an era that witnessed the rise of a kingdom that was taken to the very brink of defeat by the viking invasions of the ninth century it is a period that goes on to become one within which we can trace the beginnings of the political entity we have come to know today as england in a series of ten detailed case studies the reader is invited to consider historical and archaeological evidence alongside topographic information and ancient place names in the reconstruction of the networks of routeways and communications that served the people and places of the anglo saxon kingdom of wessex whether you were a peasant pilgrim drover trader warrior bishop king or queen travel would have been fundamental to life in the early middle ages and this book explores the physical means by which the landscape was constituted to facilitate and improve the movement of people goods and ideas from the seventh through to the eleventh centuries what emerges is a dynamic web of interconnecting routeways serving multiple functions and one perhaps even busier than that in our own working countryside a narrative of transition one of both of continuity and change provides a fresh and alternative window into the everyday workings of an early medieval landscape through the pathways trodden over a millennium ago

World History 2008-03-20

the discipline of egyptology has been criticised for being too insular with little awareness of the development of archaeologies elsewhere it has remained theoretically underdeveloped for example the role of ancient egypt within africa has rarely been considered jointly by egyptologists and africanists egypt s own view of itself has been neglected views of it in the ancient past in more recent times and today have remained underexposed encounters with ancient egypt is a series of eight books which addresses these issues the books interrelate inform and illuminate one another and will appeal to a wide market including academics students and the general public interested in archaeology egyptology anthropology architecture design and history the allure of egypt is not exclusive to the modern world egypt also held a fascination and attraction for people of the past in this book academics from a wide range of disciplines assess the significance of egypt within the settings of its past the chronological span is from later prehistory through to the earliest literate eras of interaction with mesopotamia and the levant the aegean greece and rome ancient perspectives on egypt includes both archaeological and documented evidence which ranges from the earliest writing attested in egypt and mesopotamia in the late fourth millennium bc to graffiti from abydos that demonstrate pilgrimages from all over the mediterranean world to the views of roman poets on the nature of egypt this book presents for the first time in a single volume a multi faceted but coherent collection of images of egypt from and of the past

Viewing Ancient Jewish Art and Archaeology 2015-11-02
spanning from the end of the classic mimbres period to the black mountain phase this volume contains the final report on the excavations of the mimbres foundation the authors consider the nature of the relationship between the classic mimbres period population of the valley and the people of the succeeding black mountain phase as well as relationships among the black mountain phase people and those of neighboring parts of the region

**Ancient South Arabia through History 2019-04-25**

the human desire to adorn the body is universal and timeless while specific forms of body decoration and the motivations for them vary by region culture and era all human societies have engaged in practices designed to augment and enhance people s natural appearance tattooing the process of inserting pigment into the skin to create permanent designs and patterns is one of the most widespread forms of body art and was practiced by ancient cultures throughout the world with tattoos appearing on human mummies by 3200 bce ancient ink the first book dedicated to the archaeological study of tattooing presents new globe spanning research examining tattooed human remains tattoo tools and ancient art connecting ancient body art traditions to modern culture through indigenous communities and the work of contemporary tattoo artists the volume s contributors reveal the antiquity durability and significance of body decoration illuminating how different societies have used their skin to construct their identities

**Daten zur Vogelfauna Ungarns 1907**

published in honour of p r s moorey one of the foremost near eastern scholars of his generation culture through objects brings together nineteen studies by leading international specialists on aspects of the archaeology of the ancient near east the volume focuses on three main themes that have been central to moorey s extensive contributions to the field tracking cultural transfers understanding images and the study of ancient materials and manufacture ranging widely in space and time from egypt to central asia and from the neolithic to the sasanian period the studies are linked by their shared methodology namely a commitment to the crucial role played by objects in the reconstruction of past cultures and the recognition of the importance of contextual analysis in evaluating the material evidence the papers present the results of current research on a variety of topics including the origins of pharaonic iconography the spread of writing stone vessels prehistoric figurines the iconography of seals early metallurgy ancient cuisine and the use of works of art in ancient societies together they provide a useful survey of some of the most active areas of ancient near eastern archaeology and will be of interest to both students and scholars

**The Ancient Ways of Wessex 2019-11-30**

this work re examines the divisive wisdom in 1 corinthians and considers the effects of wealth and formal education in stoicism on the corinthian church

**Ancient Perspectives on Egypt 2003-09-09**
this title provides comprehensive overviews on archaeological philological linguistic and historical issues at the forefront of Anatolian scholarship in the 21st century

**Ancient Communities in the Mimbres Valley 2024**

art and history texts contexts and visual representations in ancient and early medieval India seeks to locate the historical contexts of premodern Indian art traditions the volume examines significant questions such as what were the purposes served by art how were religious and political ideas and philosophies conveyed through visual representations how central were prescription technique and style to the production of art who were the makers and patrons of art how and why do certain art forms meanings and symbols retain a relevance across context with contributions from historians and art historians seeking to unravel the interface between art and history the volume dwells on the significance of visual representations in specific regional historical contexts the range of symbolic signification attached to these and the mythologies and textual prescriptions that contribute to the codification and use of representational forms supplemented with over 60 images this volume is a must read for scholars and researchers of history and art

**Ancient Ink 2018-01-08**

analyses of big datasets signal important directions for the archaeology of religion in the archaic to Mississippian Native North America across North America huge data accumulations derived from decades of cultural resource management studies combined with old museum collections provide archaeologists with unparalleled opportunities to explore new questions about the lives of ancient native peoples for many years the topics of technology economy and political organization have received the most research attention while ritual religion and symbolic expression have largely been ignored this was often the case because researchers considered such topics beyond reach of their methods and data in archaeology and ancient religion in the American midcontinent Editors Brad H Koldehoff and Timothy R Pauketat and their contributors demonstrate that this notion is outdated through their analyses of a series of large datasets from the midcontinent ranging from tiny charred seeds to the cosmic alignments of mounds they consider new questions about the religious practices and lives of native peoples at the core of this volume are case studies that explore religious practices from the Cahokia area and surrounding Illinois uplands additional chapters explore these topics using data collected from sites and landscapes scattered along the Mississippi and Ohio river valleys this innovative work facilitates a greater appreciation for and understanding of ancient native religious practices especially their seamless connections to everyday life and livelihood the contributors do not advocate for a reduced emphasis on technology economy and political organization rather they recommend expanding the scope of such studies to include considerations of how religious practices shaped the locations of sites the character of artifacts and the content and arrangement of sites and features they also highlight analytical approaches that are applicable to archaeological datasets from across the Americas and beyond

**Writing and Literacy in the World of Ancient Israel 2010**

this student friendly introduction to the archaeology of ancient Egypt guides readers from the paleolithic to the Greco Roman periods and has now been updated to include recent discoveries and new illustrations superbly illustrated with photographs maps and site plans with additional illustrations in this new edition organized into 11 chapters covering the history of Egyptology and Egyptian archaeology prehistoric and pharaonic chronology and the ancient Egyptian language geography resources and environment and seven
chapters organized chronologically and devoted to specific archaeological sites and evidence includes sections on salient topics such as the constructing the great pyramid at giza and the process of mummification

**Culture Through Objects 2003**

this volume represents a first attempt to conceptualise the construction and use of composite artefacts in the ancient near east by looking at the complex relationships between environments materials societies and materiality

**Corinthian Wisdom, Stoic Philosophy, and the Ancient Economy 2014-07-28**

a companion to the archaeology of the ancient near east a companion to the archaeology of the ancient near east is a comprehensive and authoritative overview of ancient material culture from the late pleistocene to late antiquity this expansive two volume work includes 58 new essays from an international community of ancient near east scholars with coverage extending from asia minor the eastern mediterranean and egypt to the caucasus central asia and the indo iranian borderlands the book highlights the enormous variation in cultural developments across roughly 11 000 years of human endeavor in addition to chapters devoted to specific regions and particular periods many contributors concentrate on individual industries and major themes in ancient near eastern archaeology ranging from metallurgy and agriculture to irrigation and fishing controversial issues including the nature and significance of the antiquities market ethical considerations in archaeological praxis the history of the foundation of departments of antiquities and ancient attitudes towards the past make this a unique collection of studies that will be of interest to scholars students and interested readers alike

**The Oxford Handbook of Ancient Anatolia 2011-09-15**

a comprehensive account of the earliest stages of vinicultural history and prehistory draws on recent archeological studies and scientific research to discuss such topics as hominid grape wine consumption the early uses of wine preservation and the incorporation of wine into various ancient cultures as spiritual tools medicine and beverages history

**Art and History 2021-12-30**

the ancient maya produced a broad range of ceramics that has attracted concerted scholarly attention for over a century pottery sherds the most abundant artifacts recovered from sites reveal much about artistic expression religious ritual economic systems cooking traditions and cultural exchange in maya society today nearly every maya archaeologist uses the type variety classificatory framework for studying sherd collections this impressive volume brings together many of the archaeologists signally involved in the analysis and interpretation of ancient maya ceramics and represents new findings and state of the art thinking the result is a book that serves both as a valuable resource for archaeologists involved in pottery classification analysis and interpretation and as an illuminating exploration of ancient mayan culture
writing in the ancient Mediterranean existed against a backdrop of very high levels of interaction and contact in the societies around its shores. Writing was a dynamic practice that could serve many purposes from a tool used by elites to control resources and establish their power bases to a symbol of local identity and a means of conveying complex information and ideas. This volume presents a group of papers by members of the contexts of and relations between early writing systems crews research team and visiting fellows offering a range of different perspectives and approaches to problems of writing in the ancient Mediterranean. They focus on practices viewing writing as something that people do within a wider social and cultural context and on adaptations considering the ways in which writing changed and was changed by the people using it.

Archaeology and Ancient Religion in the American Midcontinent 2018-11-06

This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program which commemorates University of California Press's mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice. Reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1976.

An Introduction to the Archaeology of Ancient Egypt 2015-01-07

This volume presents a collection of studies by international experts on various aspects of ancient Israel's society, economy, religion, language, culture, and history. Synthesizing archaeological remains and integrating them with discussions of ancient Near Eastern and biblical texts, driven by theoretically and methodologically informed discussions of the archaeology of the Iron Age Levant, the 47 chapters in the Ancient Israelite World provide foundational accessible and detailed studies in their respective topics. The volume considers the history of interpretation of ancient Israel studies on various aspects of ancient Israel's society and history and avenues for present and future approaches to the ancient Israelite world. Accompanied by over 150 maps and figures, it allows the reader to gain an understanding of key issues that archaeologists, historians, and biblical scholars have faced and are currently facing as they attempt to better understand ancient Israelite society. The Ancient Israelite World is an essential reference work for students and scholars of ancient Israel and its history, culture, and society, whether they are historians, archaeologists, or biblical scholars.

Composite Artefacts in the Ancient Near East 2018-05-31

Archaeological data now show that relatively intense human adaptations to coastal environments developed much earlier than once believed, more than 125,000 years ago, with our oceans and marine fisheries currently in a state of crisis. Coastal archaeological sites contain a wealth of data that can shed light on the history of human exploitation of marine ecosystems in eleven case studies from the Americas, Pacific islands, North Sea, Caribbean, Europe, and Africa. Leading researchers working in coastal areas around the world cover diverse marine ecosystems reaching into deep history to discover how humans interacted with and impacted these aquatic environments and shedding new light on our understanding of contemporary environmental problems.
A Companion to the Archaeology of the Ancient Near East 2012-05-21

ancient civilizations offers a comprehensive and straightforward account of the world’s first civilizations and how they were discovered drawing on many avenues of inquiry including archaeological excavations surveys laboratory work highly specialized scientific investigations and both historical and ethnohistorical records this book covers the earliest civilizations in eurasia and the americas from egypt and the sumerians to the indus valley shang china and the maya it also addresses subsequent developments in south west asia moving on to the first aegean civilizations greece and rome the first states of sub sahanan africa divine kings and empires in east and southeast asia and the aztec and inka empires of mesoamerica and the andes it includes a number of features to support student learning a wealth of images including several new illustrations feature boxes which expand on key sites finds and written sources and an extensive guide to further reading with new perceptions of the origin and collapse of states including a review of the issue of sustainability this fifth edition has been extensively updated in the light of spectacular new discoveries and the latest theoretical advances examining the world’s pre industrial civilizations from a multidisciplinary perspective and offering a comparative analysis of the field which explores the connections between all civilizations around the world this volume provides a unique introduction to pre industrial civilizations in all their brilliant diversity it will prove invaluable to students of archaeology

Ancient Wine 2007-01-22

it was long believed that roman jews lived in complete isolation this book offers a refutation of this thesis it focuses on the jewish community in third and fourth century rome and in particular on how this community related to the larger non-jewish world that surrounded it jewish archaeological remains and jewish funerary inscriptions from rome are examined from various angles and compared to pagan and early christian material and epigraphical remains the author has shown great comprehensiveness thoroughness and accuracy in examining this epigraphic evidence he also discusses the enigmatic legal treatise called the collatio this volume proposes a new way in which the relationship between jews and non jews in late antiquity can be studied as such it is an important and useful addition to the literature on roman jewry in the middle empire

Ancient Maya Pottery 2013-01-20

ancient to early modern times 175 000 b c 1500 spanish

Writing Around the Ancient Mediterranean 2022

the ancient mysteries have long attracted the interest of scholars an interest that goes back at least to the time of the reformation after a period of interest around the turn of the twentieth century recent decades have seen an important study of walter burkert 1987 yet his thematic approach makes it hard to see how the actual initiation into the mysteries took place to do precisely that is the aim of this book it gives a thick description of the major mysteries not only of the famous eleusinian mysteries but also those located at the interface of greece and anatolia the mysteries of samothrace imbros and lemnos as well as those of the corybants it then proceeds to look at the orphic bacchic mysteries which have become increasingly better understood due to the many discoveries of new texts in the recent times having looked at classical greece we move on to the
roman empire where we study not only the lesser mysteries which we know especially from pausanias but also the new ones of isis and mithras we conclude our book with a discussion of the possible influence of the mysteries on emerging christianity its detailed references and up to date bibliography will make this book indispensable for any scholar interested in the mysteries and ancient religion but also for those scholars who work on initiation or esoteric rituals which were often inspired by the ancient mysteries

**The Civilization of Ancient Crete 2022-08-19**

markets households and city states in the ancient greek economy brings together sixteen essays by leading scholars of the ancient greek economy the essays investigate the role of market exchange in the economy of the ancient greek world in the classical and hellenistic periods

**The Ancient Israelite World 2022-11-21**

it is perhaps commonplace to say that india is one of the world s richest and most enticing cultures one thousand years have passed since albiruni arguably the first indologist wrote his outsider s account of the subcontinent and two hundred years have passed since the inception of western indology and yet what this monumental scholarship has achieved is still outweighed by the huge tracts of terra incognita thousands of works lacking scholarly attention and even more manuscripts which still await careful study whilst decaying in the unforgiving indian climate in september 2009 young researchers and graduate students in this field came together to present their cutting edge work at the first international indology graduate research symposium which was held at oxford university this volume the first in a new series which will publish the proceedings of the symposium will make important contributions to the study of the classical civilisation of the indian sub continent the series edited by nina mirmig péter dán ló szántó and michael williams will strive to cover a wide range of subjects reaching from literature religion philosophy ritual and grammar to social history with the aim that the research published will not only enrich the field of classical indology but eventually also contribute to the studies of history and anthropology of india and indianised central and south east asia

**Human Impacts on Ancient Marine Ecosystems 2008-04-29**

ancient future bible study incorporates contemporary study of the bible with an experience of the church s most ancient way of reading scripture lectio divina this time honored practice consists of five basic movements biblical study lectio reflection meditatio prayer oratio discernment contemplatio and contemplative action operatio in six clearly written volumes bestselling author stephen binz helps readers study the bible in a way that leads to spiritual transformation and brings them closer to god binz leads readers in a vivid study of key biblical characters including abraham paul peter david the women of the torah and the women of the gospels he shows all christians who desire to have a transforming experience with the inspired word of god how studying scripture through lectio divina can enrich their discipleship this ecumenical bible study designed for use by individuals or groups includes questions for personal reflection and suggested action each volume includes leader s notes for guiding a study over the course of six sessions
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